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fumefx is based on a geometry management module. you can choose between a simple or advanced simulation setup. the simple setup lets you choose from a set of built-in setups, which will lead to sophisticated results, or if you want, you can go with the advanced one which allows you to create your own smoke sim grid, to create and manipulate groups and set up a limit on the
number of cycles the simulation will take. the physics manager allows you to set up heating and movement speed of the flame for every node. updating the rules is done with the nifty rule editor. using the built-in fire rules is a great way to get some fine-tuned results with a minimum of work, you will find it the most efficient way to create fire simulations. fumefx can be used as a
standalone application or integrated within autodesk 3ds max 2012, 2013 and 2014. fumefx plugins are supported inside 3ds max 2016 and 2017 and in the plugins menu available with the vc7, vc8 and vc9 releases. the fumefx 2012 vc9 plugin supports max 2016 and 2017. the fumefx 2012 vc9 plugin adds the fumefx core api and shared node structure to the 3ds max plugins
system. in addition, it can be used to develop plug-ins and workflow extensions. with fumefx plugins you can develop workflows to accelerate smoke/water/fire simulations and make them run faster. fumefx plug-ins can be developed and used to create custom simulations and design your own tools within the workflow. the 3ds max plugin can be developed for all supported max
versions, including the 2016 and 2017 versions. to get started with fumefx use the smoke demo included in this package. simply open the interface and drag fumefx nodes into your scene. dragging and dropping of objects to be simulated is as easy as opening the object and changing its fume direction. in the left panel, you can set up the simulation with the fumefx settings and

then save the simulation or export it to a.fxd file. for more detailed information, refer to the help system.
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fumefx allows the user to simulate fire and smoke without the need for a large group of support technicians. not only does the package work seamlessly with maya 2011 and 3ds max 2011, but it also runs on any supported version of max or maya and delivers real results. the latest incarnation of fumefx offers the artist with unique set
of tools that will free the creative mind and minimize tedious tasks even further than before. as a result of the fumefx core rewrite, a wide range of irregular objects can be used for simulation without the fear of solver instabilities. the newly implemented conservative advection, gpu accelerated maya viewport, faster simulations,.fxd

multithreaded lossy compression are just some of the new features found inside fumefx 5.0. visit our blog to read the complete list of new features. the latest incarnation of fumefx offers the artist with unique set of tools that will free the creative mind and minimize tedious tasks even further than before. as a result of the fumefx core
rewrite, a wide range of irregular objects can be used for simulation without the fear of solver instabilities. the newly implemented conservative advection, gpu accelerated maya viewport, faster simulations,.fxd multithreaded lossy compression are just some of the new features found inside fumefx 5.0. fumefx 5.0 now has a unique look

and feel allowing the user to experience the new fx engine right away. with a new 3d interface, multi-threaded lossy compression algorithms, additional feature summary and help pages, fumefx 5.0 is easier than ever to learn and use. visit our blog to view the complete new features. new features for fluid simulations are listed on our
feature blog . 5ec8ef588b
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